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What is a Leader?
Well, I for one don’t know that much about leadership. What I do

know is that as kids, we all wanted to be, the Red Ranger. For

those of you who do not know, being the Red Ranger meant that

you belonged to a group of esteemed individuals known as the

Mighty Morphin Power Rangers. Because as kids being the Red

Ranger not only meant you got to fight with the biggest sword or

got to shout its Morphin time before each fight but it also meant

that you were the leader of the group.

We have made leadership something bigger than us. We have

made leadership about changing the world and we have taken

the title of leader and treated it as something we will deserve

someday in the future but to give it to ourselves now means

accepting a level of cockiness and arrogance that we are not

comfortable with.
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Date: 04 June 2019

Time: 07h30- 12h30

Topic: Spiritual Quotient for Leadership

Venue: International Convention Centre Durban

Speaker: MK Angajan

Perhaps, the scariest reality is that we are all leaders. We all have ideas, but somewhere

between our adult lives and 8 to 5, we are pacified to believe that we are satisfied- when deep

down inside each one of us, there is a Red Ranger, ready to swing at whatever life throws our

way.

We were lead to believe that you needed to have lots of money. You needed to be a Prime

Minster. Heck....you even needed to be a CEO or MD in order to be a leader. But if you can

breathe, if you are alive,  you don’t only have an opportunity but a responsibility to show

leadership. Not only in your work, not only in your impact, not only in your influence, but even in

your private life. What we say is a reflection of our values, and Warren Buffet said it eloquently,

when he said: "there can never be a better you than you". We are therefore reminded to be

ourselves, because everyone else is already taken.

About the Seminar
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My Experience
I sat in those very seats for the last 2 ICC Seminars and I am

sure like many of those that attended, the penny would have

dropped or they would have had a light bulb moment or even

went ahhhhhhh…. It all sounds so simple and logical yet try

putting these simple life principles into practice in our daily

lives and many of us will continue no more with the pain of

discipline. So if I could give you one piece of advice, it would

be to practice what you learn from seminars and workshops

such as these. There is no use in understanding and

knowing all the theory without application.

The Speaker
Mr MK Angajan 

Born in Kerala, India

Studied Electronic engineering and

Vedanta

Leadership and Management guru

He has performed  worldwide and

captured many a audience with his

insightful, intriguing and captivating

philosophy

Founder of the Life Mastery

Foundation
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"Why are some of the greatest
sports leaders such as the

passionate and aggressive Virat
Kohli who thrives under pressure

whilst Dhoni remains ultra cool,
calm and collected in his

leadership style?"
 

"And our next sports leader,
proved us wrong by winning the

Champions League final. Yes that
is none other than Liverpool’s

enigmatic 
Jurgen Klopp."

 
"Why our beloved Proteas,

continually chokes under
pressure in these major ICC

tournaments".

Upcoming Events
Upcoming Corporate Workshop 

Targeted at CEOs, Senior

management, business owners,

professionals or anyone in the

leadership position.

Date: September 2019.

It is an in-depth, high-impact,

interactive workshop were you will

get personal attention from Angajan.

Limited seats available of 60

delegates. 

First come first serve basis.

For more information, email:

info@lifemastery.vision
Explain Why...
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Below are some of the questions I
had for Mr. Angajan:
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The Life Mastery Foundation
The Life Mastery Foundation is a Public Benefit Organisation, dedicated to the dissemination of

value education, life skills, principal centered living to humanity at large, regardless of any

discrimination of faith, religion, creed or race. Over the last 15 years in South Africa, we have been

engaged in the study, research and dissemination of, higher human values, philosophical and

cultural, education, ethical and moral values to the community. 

LMF is accredited by SARS under Section 18A (1) (A).

Every year we undertake Life Mastery workshops specifically addressing the youth and their life

challenges.

The foundation also undertakes various other educational activities that promote mental health,

family harmony and better quality lifestyle that promote happiness for the community at large.

These are offered fully free of cost. The entire proceeds from the seminar goes to the foundation for

its charitable activities. This year the foundation has started with sponsorship of 10 children for

their entire education. Next year we hope to double that number to 20 children.
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Nankhoo Consulting Engineers
Involvement...
Nankhoo Consulting Engineers was a sponsor of

the event as well as the Life Mastery Foundation. In

addition, the company provided voluntary services

for this event as well as other events hosted by the

Foundation. Furthermore, the staff of Nankhoo

Consulting Engineers and Hanslab Environmental

Consultants had the honour of attending a full day

workshop with Mr Angajan in 2018.

Conclusion
This seminar fulfilled all aims by providing an

insightful morning for delegates, raising

funds for the Foundation as well as providng

a platform for networking of delegates who

attended. 

Lastly, a quote from Jim Rohn, He says “The

challenge of leadership is to be strong, but

not rude; be kind, but not weak; be bold, but

not a bully; be thoughtful, but not lazy; be

humble, but not timid; be proud, but not

arrogant; have humor, but without folly.”


